Audio CD
BBC Sound Library (60 discs/BBC)
The Legend of China (2 discs/Discovery Firm)
Ethnic Flavors (Time+ Space)
Vintage Keyboards (Time+ Space)
Orchestral Flavors (Time+ Space)
AD-FX 1 (Total Control)
ProSamples 1: The Ultimate Drum Collection by Bob Clearmountain (East * West)
Bob Clearmountain Drums II (East * West)
Abracatabla (Acto)
The Analog Keyboard Bass Sampling CD (React Recordings)
Black Cosmic Gold Box: Sound Effects (8 discs/Best Service Sounds & More)
Helter Skenter
Roots of India (Big Fish)
Roots of South America (Big Fish)
Things That Go Bump in the Night
Things That Go Bump in the Night 2
Alien Atifawks
Discovery Sound FX: Series 1 -
Discovery Sound FX: Series 2 - Industry
Discovery Sound FX: Series 3 -
Discovery Sound FX: Series 4 - War
Discovery Sound FX: Series 5 - Animal
Discovery Sound FX: Series 6 -
Discovery SFX 1 - All Living Things
Discovery SFX 2 - Urbanscapes
Discovery SFX 3 - Fiction & Fantasy
Discovery SFX 4 - Sound Complex
Roots of the Pacific
Sound Ideas: Just Birds and Animals (5 CD set)
The Works (10 CD set)
From East Europe
Flamenco - Made In Spain
Raricussions
Carib-Bean Killers
AfroCuban
Hadeeth - Arabic Rhythms

Roots of the Pacific
Roots of the Middle East & No.
Gas Tank Orchestra
Sound Scan 23 - Historical Inst.
Blue Box: State of the Art Sound Effects (16 discs/Best Service)
Classical Choir (Best Service)
Steinway Grand Piano (EastWest)
World Instruments (EastWest)
APoke in the Eat with a Sharp Stick (Rarefaction)
Celtic (4 discs/Zero-G)
Discovery Japan
SoundScan 45 - Indian Traditions
From East Europe 2 - Greek Beats
History of Korg
History of Roland
The LP Percussion Library Vol. 1
Play the Tango
Brazilian Atmospheres (360° Sound Effects)
Hawaiian - Atmospheres 2 (360° Sound Effects)
American - Atmospheres 3 (360° Sound Effects)
International Traffic - Atmospheres 4(360° Sound Effects)
Underwater - Atmospheres 5(360° Sound Effects)
Blow Tools (12 discs/Sonic Boom Digital Sound Effects)
Great Speeches of the 20th Century (Vols. 1-4, 4 discs/Rhino Word Beat)

Kurzweil CD
The Denny Jaeger Master Violin Library (DJCS Inc.)
Bob Clearmountain Drums II (East * West)
The Best of Gigapack I & II (2 discs/Sound and Vision)
Didgeridoo and Other Primitive Instruments (Big Fish Audio)
History of Analog (Discovery Firm)
The Orchestral Collection (Prosonus)
Grand Piano (Prosonus)
RSI Samples Series II (Sweetwater Sound)
Sound Arsenal (Sweetwater Sound)
Kurzweil Floppies

**ESI-32 CD**
Emulator Standards (Vol. 1 - Emu)
More Emulator Standards (Vol. 2 - Emu)
Orchestral (Vol. 3 - Emu)
Sound Effects (Vol. 4 - Emu)
World Instruments (Vol. 5 - Emu)
World Percussion/Ensembles (Vol. 6 - Emu)
E-mu Classics (Vol. 7 - Emu)
Vintage (Vol. 8 - Emu)
E-mu Systems Sound Library WWC..Green (Emu)

**EPS 16+ Floppies**

On Order (Back Order - Big Fish Nov. 21, 01)
London Orchestral Percussion